CSUN ScholarWorks
http://scholarworks.csun.edu/
As an engaged and active scholar, you are likely aware that
institutional repositories like ScholarWorks offer open access to a
range of resources including peer‐reviewed articles, pre‐prints,
graduate theses and dissertations, creative works, presentations, data
sets, and more.
Now CSUN ScholarWorks introduces its latest service, Scholar Spotlight.
We offer this full‐service program to expand the online impact of your
research, and highlight the depth and breadth of CSUN’s scholarly
accomplishments.

STEP 1:
Send us
your CV










What we do:





We create your own author section, a gateway to your own
permanent digital collection. Sample:
http://scholarworks.csun.edu/handle/10211.2/849
We will research deposit policies of your publishers, and
identify publications that can be added to the repository.
We will obtain digital copies, scanning print if necessary
Finally, we will upload your work into your author section,
providing metadata and ongoing digital preservation support
for your scholarship.

STEP 3:
We contact
publishers
& clear
copyright

STEP 4:
We upload
legal copies
of your
work

THE BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATION:

Join Scholar Spotlight. It’s easy!
Send us a copy of your CV.
We will take care of the rest.

STEP 2:
We create
your online
author
section





ScholarWorks offers powerful distribution potential that complements the
traditional publishing models and expedites access to your scholarship.
ScholarWorks preserves and documents authors’ inherent copyrights.
ScholarWorks allows you to freely, legally and permanently link to your research
from external documents and websites.
ScholarWorks satisfies open‐access publishing requirements, such as those from
the National Science Foundation, to publicly disseminate the results of grant‐
generated research.
ScholarWorks is optimized for visibility through online search engines such as
Google, Bing, and Yahoo!, resulting in increased citations, visibility and impact
for your research.
ScholarWorks provides the global community barrier‐free and cost‐free access to
your research. In a time when the average annual scholarly journal subscription
costs $1,200, open‐access publishing is an important antidote to rising costs and
decreases in state funding for higher education.
ScholarWorks is archived and preserved against any vendor service interruptions;
each work submitted receives its own permanent internet handle, so links to your
scholarship will never expire.
Upon request, ScholarWorks provides download statistics for all submissions,
which can be used to demonstrate your scholarly impact.

CONTACT US:
Andrew Weiss, Digital Services Librarian
Andrew.weiss@csun.edu
Oviatt Library 326
Phone: 818-677-2571
Elizabeth Altman, Web Services Coordinator
elizabeth.altman@csun.edu
Oviatt Library 373
Phone: 818-677-2863

